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Abstract. Study in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has been becoming an emerging and promising research
topic aiming for the advancement in the Internet of Things (IoT) for a reliable connection. The capability of the
wireless sensor to be used in a complex environment can become hard to reach areas and also be able to communicate
in an ad-hoc manner, attracted researchers in recent times. Development in wireless sensor network producing a lot of
new applications to sense environment remotely are facing challenges restricting it to perform up to its potential. Data
validation and data reliability are such existing problems in this domain that needed to be addressed. Because sensed
data cannot be blindly trusted upon, as it may have faults and errors occurred with-in the sensing environment.
Besides, to guarantee the active state of the sensing system in a remote area is also essential in terms of power usage
and management. The focus of the paper is data validation acquired from sensors deployed in remote areas.
Although, lots of data validation algorithms have been proposed by researchers to identify single data fault. However,
our research identifies multiple faults, namely spike fault, out of range fault, outliers, and stuck at fault using a hybrid
form of an algorithm. A comparison with the existing algorithm shows that the proposed algorithm improved data
validation by 97 % in detecting multiple data faults using Artificial Intelligence techniques.
Keywords: wireless sensor network, data validation, feature extraction, feature identification, algorithm.

1 Introduction
The sensor is the ubiquitous technology that is used to
extend the human senses by sensing the environment
digitally and converting them to human-readable format.
Sensors are becoming part of our lives by integrating
them in our daily used item; they are becoming part of
our lifestyle and becoming part of our life. Although it
was the circumstance previously that sensors had been
used as a primary program between the physical world
and human notion, sensor data is more regularly
combined and prepared today, launching additional
indifference measures to the chain. One common
everyday-example is the mobile phone, where the typical
consumer is not considering the original data of
microphone, CCD camera, MEMS accelerometer, the
GSM-modem on its own, and many more, however, in
the functions these sensors provide, producing the
utilization of these devices better, secure or interesting.
Several computer technology visions further go actually,
introducing ideas such as pervasive or ubiquitous
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processing [1] clever dirt or the Internet of issues. Most
of these possess a common basis that involves the
implementation of an electronic user interface to the real
world, creating an immersive experience. This interface is
made up of small and low-priced CPUs usually, with the
capacity of contacting one another and which can feel
their environment. These situations have had a significant
impact on the development of a new marketing idea,
comprising distributed stuck systems, which can be
referred to as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).
Predicated on advantages the WSN- idea brings to a huge
amount of different applications, curiosity inside the
equivalent technology can be excessive. Preferably, a
WSN permits the application of a sizable quantity of
sensor nodes, which configure themselves, with respect to
the network community and topology situation. After
sensing their physical atmosphere and locally digesting
the obtained data, nodes communicate all their data (or an
extract) towards a network sink, where data is
additionally made and processed designed for readout.
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Figure 1 – Advancement of sensing

While transmitted info should find a very decent path
towards its vacation spot automatically, the network can
be managed and therefore be used as one large
measurement instrument remotely. Typical app areas just
for WSNs consist of business control systems, movement
detecting, as well as the monitoring of environments or
structures. Depending on the application constraints and
issues, WSNs can undertake different varieties, use
several technologies, and connect through different
network topologies, making the look of WSNs
application-specific extremely [2].

2 Literature Review
Although EM can mean the monitoring of any type or
kind of environment, it is mostly thought of as the
monitoring and research of natural environments often.
The building blocks of EM may be the collection of data,
which allows a better understanding of our all-natural
environment being obtained using observation.
Scientifically, Environmental Monitoring includes the
areas of Physics, Biology, and chemistry. However,
because more systems for data acquisition, especially, get
involved, so do the real number of technical areas of
research. The motivation predicated on the everincreasing globe inhabitants implies that EM is not just
about getting the knowledge of environment it is a
complete science that has the primary role in our lives
and affects our life significantly as the environment
affects our behavior and lifestyle and monitoring of the
environment is very important to be collected and
recorded .main application of EM is to safeguard drinking
water supplies, monitoring of waste material especially
radioactive waste, treatment of the populated
environment, it is used mainly in weather monitoring and
weather prediction is the most essential to protect our
crops and stays alert of floods and droughts [3]. EM uses
a sensor to gather data from the connected environment
using its senor nodes than the sensed data is sent to base
node or sink node which checks and validate this sensed
data, and it is compiled and then sent to the server where
it is converted to understandable human form and then
shown to the user, and also used for other purposes like
prediction and forecasting. For sensing the environment,
the different sensor is connected with the processing node

which is usually a microcontroller which controls and
gather the data from the help of sensor and send them to
their respective sink node and to achieve all this the senor
node need power which is the main issue in remote areas
where the power generation is main issue and storage of
power is an issue which is needed to be addressed, so the
sensor node stays working for longer and give us up to
date data. Grab sampling is the manual removal of an
example from the surroundings for additional analysis.
While this is simply not performed as was the case
previously because of technological progress frequently,
in some full cases, get sampling continues to be used to
permit unique sampling or even more complex
examination than can be done in the field. One particular
immense problem with getting the sample may be the
involvement of humans, which leads to cost and time
issues, furthermore to high invasiveness. Sampling
stations refer to sensor devices deployed in the
environment of interest, monitoring the surrounding or in
defined intervals continuously.
In recent years, different problems made investing
more valuable in the monitoring of environment like a
drought in the US in 2012. To overcome this, a novel
approach is made to monitor the environment and predict
the next drought. This system used infrared rays that use
remote image sensing to gather information and also it
uses geographic information system to search for air
irregularities and water quality, with the improvement in
sensing technology and advancement in low-cost
microcontroller it is becoming more and more favorable
in recent years.
A network program was recommended for
environmental monitoring of indoor circumstances of
building. The operational system architecture contains
low-power. Wireless detectors on a prerelapse SOC
machine, linked to the web applying Wi-Fi requirements.
Before brought up conversation lists, just several
solutions that have recently been proposed meant
environment monitoring remotely, using wireless sensing
strategies and GIS-based technologies correctly.
However, many of these solutions only solve the data
monitoring and gathering areas of the nagging problem.
To tackle the nagging issue in its entirety, the acquired
data must become analyzed, and relevant findings end up
being presented through prompt notifications to
monitoring personnel [4] propose a remedy where
automotive Radio- regularity identification tags, built
with temperature, light, and speed detector, are used. The
ability is had by the device to collect RF energy, and its
procedure has been validated testbeds and experiments, in
which the obtained data happen to be gathered by simply
a bunch personal computer by using a reader antenna.
The look achieved a transmission selection of up to 10
and 20 m in fully battery-powered, correspondingly. The
proposed system can be used for monitoring the outside
or ambient weather parameters, and, if the web host PC
gets a Web connection, it can be composed of an IoTbased solution. Benchmark [5] symbolizes an opensource Wi-Fi fine mesh networking component for
environmental monitoring, to advertise this sort of
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course-plotting in such applications. That is based on a
low-cost RF transceiver, with an increase of small and
less complicated code compared to the among a ZigBee
style, and performs regarding a sensor node. The
operational system was compared to an off the shelf
product, X-Bee, with the conclusion that it can provide
comparable or better performance than commercial items
even. Various other systems designed for monitoring
applications owned by numerous fields, each one
predicated on ZigBee, are reported in [6]. The main
drawback of the consists of the necessity for that gateway
in the event data should be sent on the Internet, a
fundamental requirement of IoT cases.
Different monitoring solutions based on different
technology possess are and appeared attaining surface
primarily in-home automation, following its benefits this
year 2018 [7] The task in [8] is made up of the
advancement of an innovative energy management
approach just for smart homes predicated on enabled wifi networks. By simply providing low power, low cost,
and lowered device measurements, the freelance writers
think that this kind of technology includes a high
potential to become essential both IoT and for wise
homes. This trend shall also be sustained by the
availability of native support provided by current mobile
devices in comparison to IEEE 802. 15. 4, which will
reduce the expense of devices also. The simulation results
show that this approach plays a part in the reduced
amount of peak load electrical power and demand
consumption fees, resulting in monetary savings
ultimately. Furthermore, it is been shown the fact that the
overall performance of this proposed BLE network is
preferable to the one acquired regarding IEEE 802. 1215. 4 with regards to packet delivery ratio, hesitate, and
jitter. With the constant improvements taken to the
process, like the support for nylon uppers networking,
plus the expansion of the number presented, it is believed
that technology shall be considered for implementing
environmental monitoring applications.
The authors reported the development of Wi fi sensors
mailing heat and relative moisture measurements into a
bottom section using UDP. A battery pack lifetime of 24
months with a twenty min way of measuring routine was
achieved. This motivated the advancement of any gadget
employing HTTP, for investigating the charged power
efficiency of the more reliable solution, from the
connection viewpoint. To be cost-effective, the sensor
nodes are powered by extremely restricted-energy
reserves often. Premature strength depletion can easily
severely limit the network program [9] and must be
addressed considering the IoT software requirements for
price, deployment, repair, and provider availability.
These become more very important to monitoring
applications in severe climatic environments even, such
as for example, snow, volcanoes [5]. The knowledge of
this kind of environment can considerably benefit from
continuous long-term monitoring, but their circumstances
emphasize the problems of client energy administration,
mechanical and conversation solidifying, size, excess
weight, and deployment procedures.
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Open character deployments [10] and interaction
protocol advancements and trials [11] show that WSN
optimization for the reliable procedure is costly and timeconsuming. It satisfies the IoT program requirements for
long-term barely, reliable and low-cost service unless of
course, reusable equipment and software platforms [12]
can be found, including flexible Internet- allowed servers
[13] to gather and procedure the field info for IoT
applications.
This kind of paper additions of curiosity for experts in
the WSN field could be summarized when
comprehensive specifications to get a challenging WSN
app for long-term environmental monitoring that can be
utilized to investigate the optimality of innovative WSN
alternatives, specifications, design factors, and trial and
error outcomes with respect to platform elements that
match the typical IoT application requirements of low
priced, high reliability, and lengthy service period,
specifications and design and style considerations with
regards to system reusability for an array of the
distributed event- centered environmental monitoring
applications, and an easy and configuration-free field
application procedure ideal for large scale IoT software
deployments.

3 Research Methodology
3.1

Data validation faults

Wireless sensor network that is deployed at remote
areas ranges from a few hundred to thousand to gather
environment data. After data is sensed, it is sent to the
base station, which is then transmitted to the server for
decision making and prediction. Data could get faulty due
to internal or external factors [14]. These effects include
environment effect, limited resources hardware or
software problem, etc.
Out of range fault is mostly refer to the data values
that are out of range of reasonable limit of data values
this range depends on different parameters like sensor
and feature selected the limit always remain within
domain limit [15].
Stuck at fault refers to data fault when the data values
remain on a single value, or the difference between the
previous and selected data value is zero [16]. These types
of fault are hard to discover because the normal data
value can remain the same for the different periods.
Outliers are those data value that is different from
another sensor they usually are within the range and
sometimes can go out of range of normal data range [17].
When within range these data values cannot be detected
without the reference of other sensor data values.
Spike fault occurs when the data values change too
much over a short value of time this change can be on the
higher side or on the lower side [18]. these types of fault
usually make peaks in data value.
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3.2

Data validation fault detection algorithms

In this section, three different types of algorithms are
discussed for data validation and its fault detection to
improve accuracy.
The heuristic rule is used to check data for faults if
data is within some threshold limit; it is marked good.
Otherwise, it is marked faulty that the algorithm is
defined below [19]. The limit is defined on the
knowledge of the domain:
Input: Queue of sensed ( )
Output: Position for sensed data ( )q
Count Faults = 0;
for ← 0 to number_data do
←
+ 1
if ( [ ] ≥ min_limt and [ ] ≤ max_limit)
then
status [ ] ← likely good
else
status [ ]← likely fault
location [count Faults] ←
Count Faults ← Count Faults + 1
end if
end

Temporal correlation is used to check data for faults, it
usually checks for stuck at fault by comparing the result
of the same sensor with the previous value, and if the data
is not changed then it is stuck at fault [14]. The algorithm
is defined below:
Input: array of sensed data ( )
Output: status for sensed data ( )
Count Faults = 0; Stuck fault = 0;
for ← 0 to number_data do
←
+ 1
if (| [ ] −
[ + 1] | = 0) then
fault location [Count Faults] ←
+ 1
Count Faults. ← Count Faults +1
Else
status [ ] ←. likely good
status [ +1] ← likely good
end. if
end.
for . ← 0 to Count Faults do. k ← k + 1
← fault location. [k]
+ 1 ← fault location. [k + 1]
if (| [ ] −
[ + 1] | = 0)
then status. [ + 1] ← Stuck
fault
Stuck fault location [Stuck
fault]. ←
+ 1
Stuck fault. ← Stuck fault +
1
else
status [ ] ← likely. good
status [ +1] ← likely good.
end
if end

Spatial correlation is used to check the faults by
comparing it with other sensor data, and if the data value
is among the average of the other value, they are
considered good otherwise false [16]. The algorithm is
defined below:

Input: An array of sensed data ( ) Output:
status for sensed data ( ) count likely faults =
0;
for ← 0 to
do
←
+ 1
if(|x[ ]-s_median|<threshold)
then status [ ]← likely good else status [ ] ←
likely fault location [count likely faults] ←
count likely faults ← count likely faults + 1
end if end

3.3

The improved data validation algorithm

In our approach, we combined different algorithm and
it is used to detect multiple data faults at once it combines
all the faults identification capabilities into one single
algorithm [19]. It is based on 3 steps. First, the data is
checked for spike faults, then it is checked for out of
range faults, and in the end, it is used to check for
outliers, which is most difficult to check. The algorithm
is shown below:
Input: array of sensed data ( ) Output: status
for sensed data ( ) count_Faults = 0;
for ← 0 to number_data do ←
+ 1
if ( [ ] ≥ min_limt and [ ] ≤ max_limit) then
status [ ] ← likely good else status [ ]←
likely fault location [count_Faults ] ←
count_Faults ← count_Faults + 1
end if
end
//step 2
count_Faults = 0; Stuck at fault = 0; for ←
0 to number_data do
←
+ 1
if (| [ ] −
[ + 1] | = 0) then fault
location [count_Faults ] ←
+ 1
count_Faults ← count_Faults +1
else status [ ] ← likely good status [ +1] ←
likely good
end if
end
for
← 0 to count_Faults do
←
+ 1
← fault location [ ]
+ 1 ← fault location [ + 1]
if (| [ ] −
[ + 1] | = 0) then status [ +
1] ← struck-at fault
fault location [Stuck at fault] ←
+ 1 Stuck
at fault ← Stuck at fault + 1
else status [ ] ← likely good status [ +1] ←
likely good
end if end
//step 3
Countlikely_faults = 0; countspike_faults =
0; for ← 0 to
do
←
+ 1
= 0.6745 × (| [ ] − ̃
|) /MAD
if (| | > 3.5)
then status [ ] ← likely fault fault location
[countlikely_faults] ←
countlikely_faults ← countlikely_faults + 1
else status [ ] ← likely good end if
end
for
← 0 to countlikely_faults do
←
+ 1
← fault location [ ]
+ 1 ← fault location [ + 1] if (|fault
location [ ] − fault location [ + 1]| = 1)
then
status [ + 1] ← spike fault fault
locationspike faults [countspike faults] ←
+ 1
countspike faults ← countspike faults + 1
else status [ + 1] ← likely good
end
if end
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4 Results and Discussion
4.1

Simulation results

For verifying our algorithms, we built testbed and
simulate in Matlab the models to gather different data
samples and results are as follow (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Sensor data values

For gathering temperature data, we placed a different
sensor and collected the following data sets. Firstly, we
collected the original data from different sensors, and
data values are shown below in Figure 3.

In the below graph, the outlier is shown when it is
compared with different data values; it is identified in red
and other sensor data values are in yellow and purple
(Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Outlier fault detection

When data is fed through our state-of-the-art
algorithm, it detects almost all of the faults and correctly
identified all of them (Figure 7).

Figure 7 – State of the art result
Figure 3 – Stuck at fault

Stuck at fault is shown below when a fault is detected
by the algorithm it is highlighted in red (Figure 4).

When multiple fault data are feed to algorithm it only
detects stuck-at faults and ignore out of range and spike
faults (Figure 8).

Figure 4 – Stuck at fault detected

Out of range fault is shown in below graphs where it is
compared with original data, and any data that is out of
bound is marked with red and original data is shown in
yellow (Figure 5).

Figure 8 – Heuristic rule

When it is feed to the heuristic rule algorithm. It only
detects out of range. Spike faults ignors stuck at faults.
Result is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 5 –Spike fault
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Figure 9 – Spike faults

When the sensor data is feed to modified z score it is
compared with the other data and only outliers are
identified and it ignored stuck at faults.

Figure 13 – Spike fault

In below graph outlier is shown in Figure 14. when it
is compared with different data values, it is identified in
red.
Figure 10 – Modified Z Score

To test our algorithm, we also consider humidity and
all the test are also run on the algorithms (Figure 11).

Figure 14 – Outliers faults

When it is feed to the heuristic rule algorithm. It only
detects out of range. Spike faults. Ignoring stuck at faults.
The result is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 11 – Sensor data 1

Humidity values are collected using DHT 11 sensor
attached with the testbed.
Sensor 1 data it introduced with the stuck-at fault, and
the resulted value are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 15 – Spikes faults

When multiple fault data are feed to algorithm it only
detects stuck-at faults and ignores out of range and spike
faults (Figure 16).

Figure 12 – Sensor data with faults added

While the sensor 2 value is getting spike faults and is
shown below. Stuck at fault is shown below in Figure 13.
when a fault is detected by the algorithm it is highlighted
in red.
Out of range fault is shown in the below. Where it is
compared with original data, and any data that is out of
bound is marked with red and original data is shown in
blue.

Figure 16 – Stuck at fault

When the sensor data is feed to a modified z-score it is
compared with the other data, and only outliers are
identified, and it ignored stuck at faults (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 – Modified Z score algorithms results

When data is fed through our state-of-the-art
algorithm, it detects almost all of the faults and correctly
identified all of them (Figure 18).

Figure 19 – Case 1 result

Figure 18 – The modified algorithm

As seen from the results that no single algorithm is
capable to detect different type of fault. When used they
only detect the fault. They are designed to detect despite
having multiple faults in data, which can cause the faulty
data to get inside our prediction systems which in return
lower the reliability of a system and forecasting. These
algorithms are also responsible for false-positive reports
when data is in a faulty state.
4.2

Comparison od different case studies results

To compare different algorithms, we consider the
following cases for evaluation.
Case 1. Data set with 10 % out-of-range faults.
Case 2. Data set with 10 % stuck-at faults.
Case 3. Data set with 10 % spike faults.
Case 4. Data set with 10 % outliers.
Case 5. Data set with 10 % out of-range faults and
10 % stuck-at faults.
Case 6. Data set with 20 % out-of-range faults and
20 % stuck-at faults, 20 % outliers.
Case 7. Data set with 20 % out-of-range faults and
20 %struck-at faults, 20 %outliers, 20 % stuck-at faults.
This Fault detection rate of Algorithm 1 is 100 % in
Case 1, 0 % in Case 2, 0 % in Case 3, 33 % in Case 4,
50 % in Case 5, 40 % in Case 6, and 33 % in Case 7,
respectively. Result in Case 1 shows that Algorithm 1 is
effective in detecting out-of-range faults, and the results
in other cases show; the presence of struck-at faults,
outliers and spike faults are not detected by Algorithm.
In case 1 (Figure 19), we introduce the out of range
faults to data and compare its performance with other
algorithms .as seen in Figure the heuristic rule identifies
100 % of the faults, temporal correlation identifies 0 %,
Spatial correlation also identifies 0 % of the faults,
Modified z-score identified 0 % while our improved
algorithms manage to identify 100 % of the introduced
faults.
E16

In case 2 (Figure 20), we introduce the Stuck-at faults
to data and compare its performance with other
algorithms. As seen in the figure, the heuristic rule
identifies 0 % of the faults, temporal correlation identifies
100 % of the faults, Spatial correlation identifies 0 % of
the faults, Modified z-score identified 0 % while our
improved algorithms manage to identify 100 % of the
introduced faults.

Figure 20 – Case 2 result

In case 3 (Figure 21), we introduce the Spike faults to
data and compare its performance with other algorithms.
As seen in the figure, the heuristic rule identifies 0 % of
the faults, temporal correlation identifies 0 % of the
faults, Spatial correlation identifies 100 % of the faults,
Modified z-score identified 0 % while our improved
algorithms manage to identify 100 % of the introduced
faults.
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Figure 23 – Case 5 result

Figure 21 – Case 3 result

In case 4 (Figure 22), we introduce the Outliers faults
to data and compare its performance with other
algorithms. As seen in the figure the heuristic rule
identifies 0 % of the faults, temporal correlation identifies
0 % of the faults, Spatial correlation identifies 0 % of the
faults, Modified z-score identified 100 % while our
improved algorithms manage to identify 100 % of the
introduced faults.

In case 6 (Figure 24), we introduce the combination of
Out-of-Range Faults, Struck-at Faults, Outliers and Spike
Faults to data and compare its performance with other
algorithms. As seen in the figure the heuristic rule
identifies 33 % of the faults, temporal correlation
identifies 0 % of the faults, Spatial correlation identifies
33 % of the faults, Modified z-score identified 33 %
while our improved algorithms manage to identify 100 %
of the introduced faults.

Figure 22 – Case 4 result

In case 5 (Figure 23), we introduce the combination of
Out of-Range Faults and Stuck-at Faults to data and
compare its performance with other algorithms. As seen
in the figure the heuristic rule identifies 50 % of the
faults, temporal correlation identifies 50 % of the faults,
Spatial correlation identifies 0 % of the faults, Modified
z-score identified 0 % while our improved algorithms
manage to identify 100 % of the introduced faults.

Figure 24 – Case 6 result

In case 7 (Figure 25), we introduce the combination of
Out-of-Range Faults, Struck-at Faults, Outliers and Spike
Faults to data and compare its performance with other
algorithms. As seen in the figure the heuristic rule
identifies 25 % of the faults, temporal correlation
identifies 25 % of the faults, Spatial correlation identifies
25 % of the faults, Modified z-score identified 25 %
while our improved algorithms manage to identify 100 %
of the introduced faults.
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algorithm we detected multiple data faults in single
sensor value, which was previously ignored from another
algorithm.

5 Conclusions

Figure 25 – Case 7 result

As seen from the results that no single algorithm is
capable to detect different type of fault. when used they
only detect the fault. They are designed to detect despite
having multiple faults in data, which can cause the faulty
data to get inside our prediction systems, which in return
lower the reliability of a system and forecasting. These
algorithms are also responsible for false-positive reports
when data is in a faulty state.
To accurately detect all the faults, our algorithm uses
different methods combined, which in turn detect
multiple faults in the same data set. by using multiple
data sets, it is more reliable than other single detectionbased algorithms. The result compared our algorithm
with the other algorithms, which shows that by using our

Data validation is the main key point of this research.
WSN is used to sense and collect different parameters of
the environment and then used to predict or forecast the
environment parameters. When deployed in remote areas,
it is essential that the data, we are gathering correct and
fault free. There is a different type of data faults that can
occur in the data gathering process these faults include
stuck at specific value fault out of range fault which can
occur when the data value goes out of bounds of normal
working range and most difficult of all outliers which
remain in the normal working range of the data but are
entirely different from the other data values that are being
sensed. There is a different algorithm that can detect
these faults, but when multiple data faults occur in a data
set single algorithm is not enough to identify all the
values completely, so we purposed an algorithm that can
detect different data faults in a single data source. And in
a remote area, a big problem is the lifetime of the sensor,
which is for how long it is available for data transfer to
self-sustain this setup we used a solar panel to satisfy
their energy needfully.
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